IMPORTANT DATES:
PLEASE CHECK THE ONES RELEVANT TO YOURSELF AND PUT THEM IN YOUR DIARY.
This shows term 1. There will be other concerts which you will be notified as the dates are finalized.

DAY

EVENT

DATE

Monday

15th February

Beginning term 1

Saturday

26th February

Closing Date AMEB

Sunday

13th March

Solo concert

Sunday

20th March

St Pats Day parade

Monday

21st March-3rd April

Easter Break

Saturday

26th March

Royal Easter Show

Monday

11th April

Last day term 1

Tuesday

26th April

First day term 2

Monday

13th June

Queens Birthday

Monday

4th July

Last day term 2

VENUE

COMMENTS

Acacia St Oatley

All people having private lessons.
Compulsory for those doing an AMEB exam
To be confirmed

Director’s Notes

St. George Players
Term 1 2016

Making the most of your hours in the practice room
Students will be returning to music after trying their heart out during the long holiday,
don't despair, look at this way of practicing.

To be confirmed
In lieu of ANZAC Day

In lieu of Queen's
birthday

Have you ever been frustrated by the fact that you can take a difficult passage, work on
it for a bit, get it sounding pretty good, but return to the practice room the next day to
discover that you're back at square 1? That nothing has really changed? And despite
how good it sounded yesterday, now it sounds just as bad as it did before you worked
on it?
Most of us can live with “two steps forward, one step back.” It's the “two steps forward,
two steps back” that makes us want to tear our hair out.
So what are we to do?
Are we just supposed to keep at it and learn how to be more patient? Or is there a
different way to practice that can make these improvements more permanent?

One simple change that could drastically increase your
productivity
When it comes to practicing, we often think in terms of time: How many hours are
necessary to achieve optimal progress? While this is a valid concern, a more important
question is how we can make each hour count. What is the most efficient way to work
so that what is practiced today actually sticks tomorrow? There is nothing more
frustrating than spending a day hard at work only to return the next day at the starting
line. Unfortunately, our current practice model is setting us up for this daily
disappointment.

Repetition
Early on in our musical training, we are taught the importance of repetition. How often have we been told to “play each passage ten times
perfectly before moving on”? The challenge with this well-intentioned advice is that it is not in line with the way our brains work. Constant
repetition is boring and our boredom is telling us that our brains are not engaged. But instead of listening to this instinctive voice of reason,
we blame ourselves for our lack of attention and yell at ourselves to “focus!” Luckily, there is an alternative.

Blocked practice schedules
In the field of sport psychology, the continuous repetition discussed above is called blocked practice. In a blocked practice schedule, all
repetitions of one activity are completed before moving on to a second activity. This most resembles the way the majority of musicians
practice, especially when it comes to challenging passages. We work on one excerpt for a given amount of time and then move on to the
next excerpt until all tasks for the day are complete. A blocked approach seems logical. Muscle memory requires repetition and why
wouldn't we do all of the repetitions in a row? The problem with this kind of practicing, however, is that the positive results we feel in the
practice room today do not lead to the best long-term learning tomorrow. Practicing in a way that optimizes performance in the practice
room does not optimize learning.
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Random practice schedules
What if we took the blocks of practice on particular tasks
and broke them down into smaller segments on each
task? Two breakdown options are a repeating order (e.g.,
abc abc abc…) or an arbitrary order (e.g., acb cba bca…).
In either, the net result will still be 15 practice hits of
each of the three types of pitches, exactly the same as the
net result in the blocked practice schedule. The only
variable that changes is the order in which the pitches
are practiced. This type of interspersed schedule is
called a random practice schedule .
In a random practice schedule, the performer must keep
restarting different tasks. Because beginnings are always
the hardest part, it will not feel as comfortable as
practicing the same thing over and over again. But this
challenge lies at the heart of why random practice
schedules are more effective. When we come back to a
task after an intervening task, our brain must reconstruct
the action plan for what we are about to do. And it is at
this moment of reconstruction that our brains are the
most active. More mental activity leads to greater longterm learning. Although a blocked schedule may
produce superior performance during practice, study
after study has shown that a random practice schedule
consistently produces superior retention following
practice a day or more later (i.e., the amount actually
learned

How to use a random schedule in the
practice room
Rather than spending long uninterrupted periods of time
woodshedding each excerpt or section of a piece, pick a few
passages you would like to work on and alternate between
them. If you want to spend a total of 30 minutes on a particular
excerpt, practice in shorter segments, continually returning to
this excerpt until you have achieved your 30-minute goal.
Experiment with lengths of time. If you are practicing excerpts
that are very short, you may be able to switch between them at
a faster pace than would be required for longer sections. You
can use a small alarm clock to time specific intervals or switch
after each repetition. At its most basic level, random practice
might look like this:

Length

MATERIAL TO PRACTICE

3 minutes

Excerpt A

3 minutes

Excerpt B

3 minutes

Excerpt C

3 minutes

Excerpt A

3 minutes

Excerpt B

3 minutes

Excerpt C Etc.

Practicing passages in different rhythmic variations is a great
way of introducing contextual interference on a smaller scale.
But instead of doing all rhythmic variations on a single excerpt
before moving onto the next, do one variation on excerpt A,
one on excerpt B and then return to excerpt A for a second
variation etc. Technique can also be interspersed into the
random schedule, instead of doing all of it in one long block.
The permutations are endless and the exact division of time is
not important. What is crucial is that you are keeping your
brain engaged by varying the material. More engagement
means you will be less bored, more goal-oriented (you have to
be if you only have 3 minutes to accomplish something), and
substantially more productive. Most importantly, when you
return to the practice room the next day, you can start from
where you left off. This type of practice sticks

Term1 Dates and other housekeeping
This is a 5 week term. Lessons start in the
week commencing on Monday 15th
February and the last day of term is on
Saturday 19th March.
Please carefully check the attached invoice
which is based on last term's enrolment. If
there are any changes, or apparent errors,
please ring Jan immediately so that we can
amend it before the automatic deductions
begin. Please note- all changes to the
timetable (including makeup lessons) can
only be approved me not your teacher.

sound and work out how to impart this knowledge to the
younger ones. I used to have a half hour buddy system every
week which was very successful, and want to go back to this.
This will be from 3 to 3.30 every Saturday and will be
overseen by the teachers. This unfortunately will mean the
choir will have to be lost for a while.
The other major change will be from 3.30 to 4. Young players
are finding they should be passing theory exams and others
are having trouble with their technical work. I will supervise a
class to cover these problems. If any of the Players own an
ipad they can download the AMEB online examinations
centre where they can practice for the exams then do them on
line during normal Saturday lessons. Those that do not own
an ipad, can buy the appropriate blitzing theory book and I
will mark them.
Those having trouble with technical work will be given tasks
by their teacher and me to complete each week. This should
make sure there are no unpleasant surprises of badly learnt
scales close to the exam.

Note the AMEB closing date is 26th Feb.
This is for the first series exams which fall
around April. Please if you are intending to
sit for an exam this year, make sure you own
a technical work book and the appropriate
grade book for your instrument.
This is a very busy term as St Patrick's Day
Parade and the Royal Easter Show Parade
fall within a week of each other. You must
wear full uniform at both parades so if you
need a new uniform please fill out the form
in the newsletter and give it to me ASAP. If
you are renting a St George Players
instrument you are expected to perform at
every concert your ensemble is playing at,
Solo Concert
All students sitting for an exam must play at the
solo concert where they will demonstrate two of
their pieces for the exam. Other students will play
one piece they are learning in their lessons. This
concert is on 13Th March which does not leave
much time to prepare which is why I call this
concert “A work in progress”. Your pieces will
not be perfect but I still expect you to give it a try
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I wish to buy a red jacket for my son/daughter .......................................................

What's New?

Age of student ........................................................................................................

There will be some fundamental changes this year. St George
Players was originally intended to be a community of music
lovers of all abilities, not just a school of music. With the
addition of some wonderful adult players we are getting back
the feel of what was intended. The older more advanced
players were to help the younger ones. The great advantage of
this is as well as forming friendships across the ensembles, is a
way to rapidly improve the beginners as they learn to emulate
the sound of their more advanced partners and also improve
the playing of the advanced ones as they analyze their own

Chest measurement .................................................................................................
Waist measurement .................................................................................................
SIZE FROM SIZE CHART .........................................................................................
Paid $35.00
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SIGNATURE ....................................................................

DATE ..........................................

